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Catalogue template wordpress

With the growth of internet and online shopping, more people than ever before are starting their online business. If you fancy yourself an entrepreneur, selling products online is one of the most affordable ways to start and run your own business. In fact, thousands of people do it directly from the comfort of
their homes. It's called eCommerce, and WordPress is a great platform to launch an e-commerce company. Why? Well, it's mostly up to a huge collection dedicated to e-commerce topics, some of which I'll be introducing you to today. Perhaps more than that, it's a plugin for one fantastic e-commerce
particular: WooCommerce.WooCommerce allows you to easily convert a website into a sales machine. You can first add amazing product pages to your site that show product images, descriptions, specifications, and prices. Visitors to your website can then add these products to your virtual shopping
cart, and when they're ready, go to the checkout page to pay off. All this may sound incredibly technical, but for WooCommerce it's surprisingly easy. Even inexperienced WordPress users should have very little problem adding e-commerce functionality to their site due to the intuitive WooCommerce
plugin. I know what you're probably thinking: get me woocommerce now! Well, if you want WooCommerce, it can be found here. But before that you need a WordPress theme that is well integrated with WooCommerce. Here's what today's list is for: introduce you to the 31 best free e-commerce
WordPress themes that are fully compatible with WooCommerce.1. SydneyTrust is a key metric among many customers, and for good reason - it directly affects whether you make a sale. This trust should also include your choice of theme. Sydney is a long-time leader in this regard. You will know that
social proof is a virtual stamp of excellence in e-commerce. With this in mind, the creation of the Sydney layout is officially recommended by Elementor. The drag-and-drop page developer plugin is also grouped together, which means you'll get a bunch of classroom-leading site creation tools. However, if
you want to get started quickly, Sydney offers one-click imports of its demo versions - great if you want your e-commerce store to send from a solid base. There are plenty of time-saving and comfortable features under the Sydney hood as well, for example, there is a fully prepared translation and a set of
powerful themes options. All this is offered for free, although there is a premium version. In general, Sydney can meet your needs when it comes to your choice of e-commerce theme. It has many great features and offers elementor add-on power under the hood. Also, it's completely free - worth a spin on
someone's book! Demo download2. LetoThe Leto WordPress theme offers awesome commercial tools, free and beautiful shopping cart configuration. It is a clean and modern layout with a large large image to display your shares and other offers. Leto WordPress theme is compatible with WooCommerce,
making it perfect for almost any type of store. As mentioned above, the header media allows you to display a large image of the header. You even have the ability to reveal a video explaining your product or business. When you switch to the theme options, you begin to notice how many customization
tools are available. For example, you can change colors, typing, fonts, and more. For those familiar with WordPress, you will love that all these options are the default WordPress customizer. Therefore, you don't have to search for a theme after you install a theme to adjust your settings. Leto also gives a
few widgets to develop your entire homepage. This is great for e-commerce sites, because you can easily move them and add media and banners. One way to use widgets is to share a gallery of all your products. This way, people know what you're selling from the beginning, and can click from your
home page. In addition, leto theme offers a selection of Google fonts that can be switched from WordPress customizer. It is completely free access to Google fonts, which are often available only if you pay for the highest quality WordPress theme. Another reason to consider the Leto theme is because of
built-in translation tools. This basically allows you to turn your site into a translation-ready interface where you can translate pages yourself or you can have your users do it. Some other benefits of Leto's theme include fast support for AThemes, regular updates, and a live customizer. In general, it's a
simple but startling theme made by small and large e-commerce companies. It doesn't matter if you sell shoes or electronics, because the brand is completely done by you. There is no need to restrain yourself and worry about specific colors from the theme, which may not fit. It's a winner all over the
world. Demo download3. TheShopTheShop is a colorful e-commerce theme designed to help you sell more. Its stylish, minimalist design makes it a great theme to show off your products and drive more sales. Impressive home page features include a stunning video slider, product carousel, and the
ability to directly link to product categories. This makes it very easy for your visitors to browse your site, in addition, the video's heavy design will instantly switch visitors to purchase mode. TheShop also presents an impressive range of customization options and design styles. At the beginning, you can
change the color of each item on your site , which can be viewed in real time using an intuitive WordPress Customizer. There are also more than 600 Google fonts, a special master page (as seen in the demo) and the ability to highlight the blog section in your e-commerce store. Demo download4. Theme
Neve is a great choice if you want the theme to be created for quick upload and it's easy to customize. As for e-commerce sites, speed has a huge impact on your conversion rates, and neve theme shines in this section. Not only is neve also compatible with AMP technology, which means that your blog
posts will look beautiful on mobile devices. Neve offers a well-organized homepage that makes it easy to display your themed and popular products. You can also easily demonstrate your policies by using the home page feature fields. As for customization, neve theme offers a variety of ways to add your
own brand. From customizing colors to changing fonts and uploading a logo, you can quickly create a unique design. The Neve theme works great with Elementor, so you can completely control your page layouts. In addition to all the above features, the Neve theme comes with a growing collection of
starter sites to speed up your design process. Demo download5. Zigcy LiteThe Zigcy Lite theme was built only by customizer, which means that you have no problem getting your online store to look exactly the way you want. Not only can you customize colors and fonts, but you can also create a beautiful
and completely custom home page that showcases the best and most popular products. The theme also comes with nice and personalized cash pages to improve cash ossion conversion rates. The theme has deep integration with WooCommerce, so you will benefit from features such as the ability to
search for products and content, an invitation to act section that invites visitors to check out the latest products, multiple post and page layouts and more. The Zigcy Lite theme is also fully responsive and has a colorful slider that is perfect for promoting special offers in your store. In addition, the theme is
easy to use and optimized for fast upload. Demo download6. The ecommerce gemThe ecommerce Gem theme adds a certain color and style to your online store, using the header image on the home page and banner at the top to display information such as social media buttons, shopping cart icons,
and contact details. It's a universal theme that works well with WooCommerce. In fact, it was done to integrate with WooCommerce so that you will not have any problems along the way. Just install the plugin and ecommerce gem theme and you will have a full online store with cash ware and shopping
cart. One of the advantages of the Ecommerce Gem theme is that it comes with a product search along with a category selection tool. On the home page, you can also add multiple sections along with banners for banners. The multifunctional nature of the theme means that it works well in almost any type
of business. You can use it to sell jewelry or clothing, or maybe you need a digital agency or your Store. The ecommerce gem theme will come as a free download. However, you have the option to upgrade to the premium version if you like and would like more features. In In In this, the theme provides
responsive design, which is absolutely essential in today's e-commerce world. A lot of people buy things from mobile phones and tablets, so it would be foolish to forget about those customers. In addition, the ecommerce gem theme includes an easy-to-customize product carousel. This way, you have the
ability to feature some of your products at the top of your page or somewhere on the home page. Drag and drop widget on the home page sections is quite useful as well. This somewhat facilitates your design process, because you do not have to worry about coding or hiring a developer. Along with this,
you get several social link settings, a full-width slider, and a control section in the footer. For $0 it's a great deal, and if you decide it's a great topic for your store, then you can decide to upgrade. Demo download7. EstoreThe Estore WordPress theme comes from developers ThemeGrill. This is a aptki
theme that you can download for free to any new e-commerce store. It also offers a premium version for $69 if you're willing to take your store to the next level. What's cool about estore theme is that it's compatible with wooCommerce and YITH WooCommerce Wishlist plugins. Therefore, you not only
have the opportunity to create a full e-commerce store, but also give your customers the opportunity to create their own wish lists online. It seems that this combination will make it much easier to sell your products, because customers can remember the items in their wish list and have an incentive to
return to your store. Another advantage of estore theme is that it comes with the Collection WooCommerce template. This gem helps you configure categories and collections by listing them on one page without any problems. You'll also get a nice, responsive design to make it effective on all mobile
devices. Along with that, estore theme presents category colors because you choose from different colors to mark your sites and make things more lively. The theme offers more than 10 widget areas to fit all of its content, and it also has 12 custom controls from category lists of metadata. Keep in mind
that the free version has 12 controllers, and the pro version offers even more. The pro version also has an advanced typography that delivers more than 600 Google fonts for the final choice. Along with that you will get everything from primary color options to Awesome Slider. I also like the footer editor,
which is great for sharing copyright information and a little easier to customize this small section. Add demo content, custom CSS, and lots of documents to the list, and you have a wonderful theme for e-commerce stores of all sizes. Demo download8. AstraThe Astra theme touts itself as the fastest theme
for WordPress and when it comes to e-commerce on the site, Speed matters a lot. After all, no one wants to wait for the page load before they can start shopping for their favorite favorite Another thing that makes Astra unique is that it works great with page building plugins such as Elementor, which
means you can easily create a unique layout for your store with a drag and drop interface. The theme is also easy to customize and you can change colors, fonts, add your own logo and more. Note that you can also customize various items by using the Elementor Page Builder add-in to make
customization options a lot with this topic. Astra is also SEO friendly, translation ready and adapted for accessibility. In addition to all the above features, the Astra theme supports mega menus and transparent headers. Demo download9. GeneratePressGeneratePress is a fantastic free e-commerce
WordPress theme that can be used to create almost any type of online store quickly. The code is robust and easy, meaning that your website is optimized for speed and performance. It will be uploaded quickly, which means that customers will be more likely to complete their purchases. This theme
ditches jQuery in favor of pure JavaScript to keep things loading even faster. The theme design also ensures that the website you create with it is available, which means you reach a wider audience. You can complete almost any customization you want in this topic, including adjusting colors, typography,
and various style elements. You can also control a wider layout, including margins, sidebars, footers, and fill. GeneratePress is compatible with the most popular page developer plugins and works with many hooks and filters to further expand its e-commerce features. Especially for free theme,
GeneratePress offers more than enoughDemo Download10. VantageNext by we vantage, a beautiful, feature-rich e-commerce theme, created by SiteOrigin. The home page looks great with a full-width slider, beautiful icons, and bold header text. Thanks to the free theme, Vantage offers many features,
including some features that are usually designed for premium themes. This is achieved by seamlessly integrating some of the best free plugins on the market today. You can create your own video slider with MetaSlider, your layout with drag-and-drop page builder, and you can of course sell products
from your site courtesy of WooCommerce.Due to the close integration with Page Builder, you have complete freedom to make your site your own, and that means that it can be used in various niches. However, in my opinion, Vantage is a great topic for a business site or professional blog. Demo
download11. WoostifyMany themes are sold with the promise that they will help you build the site quickly. But sometimes you will need more time to improve your design, especially if you are using an e-commerce website. Fortunately, Wootsify has a lot under the hood to help you That. To be clear,
Wootsify can still offer a quick setup time. It includes several demos that have a simple installation process, an almost endless set set and integration with the Linked Items Creator Application Page Builder add-in. However, if you have more unique requirements for your site, this topic really starts to shine.
Wootsify's best feature is a collection of hooks and filters, it places at your disposal. While you will definitely need coding knowledge to use them, these WordPress code snippets allow you to implement virtually any features on your site. They're even useful if you're working with a developer to understand
your vision. In our opinion, Wootsify is an ideal e-commerce theme on a scale. You can start creating your site with templates and features included, and then hire a developer to make further improvements. As such, this is one topic that could stick with you throughout your e-commerce journey. Demo
download12. EightStore LiteIf you will look at the EightStore theme you will notice a number of interesting frontend features that you can't find anywhere else. First of all, it's a pretty visual interface with large captions, sliders and thumbnail images and links. You can link to different pages and categorize
your e-commerce store for better browsing. We also like it, because the best online stores have beautiful banner ads when they run promotions and events. Therefore, you have the opportunity to do all this with the simplicity of the theme of free e-commerce. The EightStore option goes in conjunction with
the WooCommerce plugin, making it useful for those who are familiar. Don't worry if you've never used the WooCommerce plugin, because it's pretty easy to get your products online and sell. In fact, most of the work is done by an add-in and a payment processor. Beautiful design has a configurable home
page and slider. Use the slider to show your new products and talk about what the site does to its customers. The product slider is one of the standout features because you have the ability to screw up a bunch of your products to display. Therefore, when your customers stop, they can scroll through the
selection and click the items they want to see more. Feedback can be provided to show people how reliable your business is, and a fully responsive interface will help users view on smaller devices. One thing to consider is that translation files are useful in expanding your brand to other parts of the world.
Along with bbPress functionality, typography options and more, the EightStore WordPress theme has some powerful features you can try. Demo download13. TrustedThe Trusted WordPress theme is another simple and free option that offers a solid platform on which you can create your own online
store. It offers many opportunities to demonstrate the credibility of your brand by incorporating reviews, reviews, thematic elements, best items and the best-rated items. The theme itself reacts and features a simple design that can be applied to any type of online store. It is integrated with WooCommerce,
from and allows you to perform several customizations. For example, you can change colors, fonts, choose from a light or dark heading style, and add contact information to the top bar. You can also display social media icons and highlight three key features or services at the top of the home page. It
comes with a blank page template as well so that you can use product pages or customize using one of the many popular page developer plugins out there. It has a full-width CTA panel, 9 different control areas, including footer controls, and a footer menu. Trusted has a wide range of features that are
definitely worth exploring more. Demo download14. MakeWow, wow, wow! What else can be said about Make, with a beautifully elegant design, impressive functionality list and the ability to integrate with loads of popular WordPress add-ons, including WooCommerce, Gravity Forms and Jetpack. Make it
versatile enough to be able to use for a variety of purposes, including a blog, a portfolio site, or (my personal preferred use) as a business site. You can create your own custom layout for your pages thanks to make intuitive drag and drop page creator functionality. There are also 110 different
customization options, including unlimited colors, more than 600 Google fonts, and custom backgrounds. The draw is exceptionally well coded, and is used by many of the best names in the blogosphere, including ChrisLema.com. Make is highly recommended, and would be a great theme power in a
professional e-commerce store. Demo download15. GhumtiThe Ghumti WordPress theme is another e-commerce theme that would be a fantastic choice for those who want to run a new online presence in an online store. It is fully compatible with WooCommerce and is fully patterned. What does that
mean, exactly? This means that you can make various customizations to the design of your website by simply dragging and dropping the controls to the location. You can embed ads, sales ads, categories, new products, and more into controls because the entire home page is in the widget. This theme is
also built using clean SEO to make your store easier to find. It also reacts, making it look great on mobile devices. This is especially important because many of your customers will buy from their smartphones. Ghumti is designed for fast uploading and includes built-in features that are locked directly with
WooCommerce, such as favorites, featured product bar, social media account integration and more. Demo download16. The RifeThe Rife theme has seven pre-prepared layouts, one of which is a showcase for an online store. You can import it in one click and have your site up and running within hours.
The theme is stunning over the fold area where you highlight new arrivals or redirect them to a particular category. The home page also has plenty of space to showcase themed products from different categories. Theme is easy to customize to change colors, fonts, and other visuals with WordPress
Customizer. Rife is a responsive theme that looks great on both mobile and desktop devices. It is also ready for translation and supports popular WordPress plugins. In addition, the Rife theme integrates with Elementor so that you can quickly and easily create custom page layouts. Demo download17.
Easy ShopOther fast-start WordPress theme for online stores is aptly named Easy Store. This theme allows you to instantly create a beautiful e-commerce site based on WooCommerce. The design is designed to impel visitors to buy their products. It also reacts, which means that it will be perfectly



loaded into each type of device under the sun. And since it's optimized for SEO, your site will make it easier to find search results related to your niche. You already know that Easy Store is compatible with WooCommerce, but it is also compatible with YITH WooCommerce Wishlist, which makes it easier
than ever to add a wish list to your site. This feature has been proven to drive more sales and is essential for any online store you create. This topic also includes a variety of other features, such as a widget that allows you to display information about shipping policies, customer support, and discounts. It
also has weekly thematic sections, categories, blog support and much more. Many customization options are also included. Easy Store is easy to set, yes, but it also features a rich, so genuine standout theme. Demo download18. VirtueThe awesome e-commerce themes come thick and fast, perhaps my
favorite bunch to the next: Virtue, built by creators Kadence Themes. Why do I like Virtue so much? At first it is extremely versatile, so it can be used for various purposes, but for free theme it is also packed with customization options and functionality , the kind of which you will usually find only in the
highest quality theme. The theme uses a beautifully clean, modern, responsive design. These include a gorgeous image slider, a stylish image carousel, and, below the page, a blog with large featured images. This makes this a great theme for those who want to create an image-rich website. The theme
also supports a strong range of features, right out-the-box. This includes social sharing buttons, contact cards, and a stylish portfolio gallery with a storage effect. Ideally, virtue works perfectly with WooCommerce. The theme comes with a stylish product gallery view and a 1beautiful product page layout
that includes images, descriptions, and even related product links. A really strong e-commerce theme, I highly recommend you check virtue out. Demo download19. SparkleStoreSparkleStore is another online store theme that blends with robust design principles with tried and true e-commerce features.
This theme is compatible with WooCommerce, responsive and fully customizable, so it's really suitable for creating any type of online store you can imagine. The design itself is minimal, but that is exactly what makes it it Compelling. It can be adapted and adapted to any niche. The color scheme here
includes a lot of white space, which is perfect for letting your products stand out. The feature set is also well suited for stores that sell tangible and digital products. Along with its WooCommerce compatibility, this theme integrates with numbers of WooCommerce-related plugins like WOOF Product Filter,
YITH WooCommerce Wish List, YITH WooCommerce Quick View, and WooCommerce Variations of Swatches. You will need general website functionality as well – not just e-commerce specifics – and the fact that this theme works well with Contact Form 7 and Jetpack. This topic includes a full support
forum as well. Not bad for a free topic, right? Demo download20. Theme ZakraThe Zakra has a clean and inviting design. You can use the header pane to add a call to action with the most popular product or product category. The rest of the home page matches the well-organized grid layout so that you
can use different categories of products. You can also build trust by showing your store policy and highlighting free shipping. The theme responds and can be used in fashion, technology, groceries, and any other type of store. In addition, the theme integrates well with Elementor, so you can easily create
a unique store layout. You can customize colors, fonts, upload your logo, and more. This theme is also a translation ready and optimized for SEO. It works with Gutenberg Editor and is compatible with basic WordPress plugins. Demo download21. ShoppingCartShoppingCart is another versatile
WooCommerce theme for WordPress. The theme comes with several demos to choose from, of which are depicted in a fashion and clothing store and jewelry store. The theme is stunning above the header area where you can add a prompt action feature to the most popular collection or highlight the new
arrival in your store. You can also introduce different categories of products directly to the home page. The theme responds and looks great on both desktop and mobile devices. ShoppingCart also supports popular plugins such as Breadcrumb NavXT, WP-PageNavi, Contact Form 7, Jetpack, bbPress
and much more. This translation is ready, highly customizable and comes with pre-prepared master pages to speed up the time it plays. You'll also find multiple browsing menus, custom social media icons, and many controls to add content to your home page. Demo download22. Nozama LiteIt doesn't
get much easier than nozama lite wordpress theme. But that's not a bad thing. In fact, the design even at first glance is immediately convincing. With a soft filter, thrown over all the images, you can immediately give your products an old or professional look. Call-to-action buttons that overlay is brightly
colored and basically clicked. The search bar at the top of the theme tempts visitors to easily search for their perfect product. You also have the ability to feature top products or new arrivals and A seamless shopping experience for your visitors thanks to fully responsive design, SEO optimization, and
minimal design aesthetics. Nozama Lite also has a slider at the top of the home page, which works hard to bring visual interest. And with the included contact form and blog template, you will be fine on your way to create a fully functional website that talks about the needs and desires of your target
customers. Demo download23. Orchid Shop Orchid Shop theme is a universal free theme with several demonstrations, which you can easily import with one click. It is worth noting that one of the demo versions is elementor slideshow, which means that you can easily rearrange the store layout with an
easy-to-use drag-and-drop interface. Another demonstration is ready for RTL, so this theme is perfect for internationalized online stores. You can use it in any type of store, from fashion and jewelry stores to technology and appliance stores. This theme is easy to customize and you can change colors,
fonts, upload your logo and more. The theme is SEO friendly and translation ready. Also, the entire home page is for the widget, so all you have to do is drag and drop the content you want to place. Finally, the orchid shop reacts, so your visitors have no problem completing the purchase even on mobile
devices. Demo download24. HypermarketThe Hypermarket WordPress theme may have a name that means chaotic or fickle design, but this theme is the exact opposite. In fact, when I look at this topic, I get a direct sense of calm. It's a minimal theme through and through, offering tons of white space to
offset your products. What really stands out here is an almost full-width featured product at the top of the home page. With a known price sticker and a call to action button, the desire to click Buy will be great for anyone who views it. This e-commerce theme is compatible with WooCommerce and offers a
responsive design that will look great on any device. It is also ready for retina, so don't be afraid to upload the highest quality images you can. It also includes several page templates, gallery options, a blog template, social media integration, and a banner that can display timely information at the top of
your site. Demo download25. WP Store If you want a modern and versatile online store theme, check out the WP Store theme. It comes with a high above-times area where you can add a full width header image or slider featuring popular product or product categories. The theme also has a well-
organized home page with grid layout that makes it easy to highlight your products and share store policies like Free Wp Store is fully customizable, so you don't need to change colors, fonts, and other visual settings. This responds, which means that your visitors can easily buy from your smartphone or
tablet. You can also use the drop-down menu to add several product categories without contamination without contamination The subject is also a prepared translation. Demo download26. Modern store Modern store theme is modern and clean design. You can easily direct your visitors to products
currently on sale or redirect them to your store policy. At the top you will also find a search bar that allows them to easily search for products. On the home page there are several sections where you can show different categories and feedback from past customers. The theme is fully responsive and easy
to customize. You can change colors to match your brand, use the desired fonts, upload the logo, etc. This theme is ready for translation. Demo download27. OpstoreOpstore is a wordpress theme for e-commerce that offers all the features you'd expect from an online store template without feeling
superfluous. The home page has a stylish full-width image where you can display the best-selling product or post a sale along with a visible call-to-action button. It also has a top bar where you can enter contact information, delivery information, as well as quick links to customer accounts and wish lists.
As for Opstore, it's compatible with Elementor, so you can drag and drop all features to get down to the design and layout of your website that meets your store's needs. Some of the features you can choose from include heading options, sidebar options, colors, fonts, and custom controls. You can set up
a blog and contact page, as well as continue to build relationships with your customers and prospects. Demo download28. Shophistic LiteShophistic Lite is a free WordPress theme that works with WooCommerce and is the ideal choice for creating an online clothing store. Although it can be used in any
type of online store, it has a look and think about it to sell clothes. The design is minimal and includes a large spacer, ensuring that there is enough space between each product featured. It's also fully customizable, so you can change color schemes, fonts, controls, and more to meet your business needs.
Since this theme works with WooCommerce, you can expect certain features to be fully integrated, such as a shopping cart, wish list, product sorting and filters, product categories, product search, and more. It includes a blog theme that works with contact form plugins, and includes sale tags that will be
marked as such. It's a simple theme, but sometimes it's all your store will need. Demo download29. StorefrontCommitted to build an e-commerce store using WooCommerce? It is then appropriate to select closely integrated with Uber's popular e-commerce add-on. As a result, no one can overcome the
theme created by WooCommerce creator WooThemes, who has developed several high-quality themes for this purpose – including another item on our list, Storefront.WooThemes has developed a really great, easy theme. E-commerce store stores the rate is greatly affected by load time, so Storefront is
completely bloated for free. This means that there are no unnecessary short codes, sliders, or page builder add-ins associated with the theme , although if you want this feature, you can install the add-in from the recommended list. The theme itself looks colorful, with stunning full-width parallax views on
the home page, as well as product category thumbnails and amazing product galleries. To create a recognizable brand for your store, Storefront allows you to change the color scheme for the most important areas of the page by choosing unlimited colors. The theme is coded to the highest possible
standards and also fully responsive. Demo download30. CustomizrAs we reach the end of today's list, I saved this little pearl for the last time. Undoubtedly, one of the most impressive free themes I've even seen, Customizr was built using a very well-defined set of design principles. The execution is
flawless, and it made this topic madly popular – so far it has been just shy of a million downloads. Of course, Customizr's main selling point is (as the name alludes) customization. An intuitive live developer allows you to view any changes to the live version of the site, so clicking Save doesn't make any
surprises. Customization options are thick and fast: The theme comes with an unlimited color selection; colorful, stunning typography; six layouts (including double sidebar that allows you to add loads of custom controls); and two image slider styles. One of the slider options allows you to overlay a
compelling call to action through images, making it a great way for e-commerce stores to increase conversion rates. If that wasn't enough, you can add stunning, small thumbnails to your content, including amazing animation effects, on the home page, along with out-the-box social media icons. The
theme can be closely integrated with two of the most popular WordPress plugins: WooCommerce e-commerce functionality and bbPress forum functionality. Really exclusive theme! Demo Download Facebook Twitter Twitter
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